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Foreword

Since the end of the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
the relationship between the United States and Russia often has been
difficult and, in recent years, worse than that. From the American perspective, the fault lies clearly with Russia, the result of Russia’s 2014
invasion and annexation of Crimea, its continued incursions in eastern Ukraine ever since, its intervention in Syria on behalf of a brutal
regime, and its use of hacking and cyberattacks to tamper with the 2016
U.S. presidential election. From Russia’s vantage point, the blame falls
squarely on the United States, and stems from enlargement of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), American-led military interventions in Europe and the Middle East, a perceived lack of respect for
Russia, and the belief that Washington seeks regime change in Moscow.
Whatever the perceptions, the reality is that Russia remains a major
power willing to use its modern military and seat on the UN Security
Council to pursue its interests. As a result, what has become clear is that
the United States needs to act deliberately if it hopes to temper Russia’s
actions beyond its borders and perhaps create a more constructive relationship between the two countries.
In this new Council Special Report, Kimberly Marten, a professor of
political science at Barnard College, at Columbia University, and director of the program on U.S.-Russia relations at Columbia’s Harriman
Institute, addresses the rising tensions between Russia and both the
United States and the rest of NATO. Marten is convincing when she
writes about the tensions between NATO and Russia—tensions that
could boil over into conflict if there were an accidental or intentional
encounter between Russian and NATO militaries, a Russian incursion
into NATO territory, or a hybrid war that included cyberattacks and
sowing seeds of discontent in Eastern Europe.
Marten also recommends several policy steps that the United States
and NATO should take to avoid any such crisis. She weighs the needs of
vii
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deterrence—including the United States publicly committing to uphold
NATO’s defense clause, positioning troops in vulnerable NATO countries, and enhancing cyber defense and offense capabilities across the
NATO bloc—and reassurance—including treating Russian President
Vladimir Putin and other Russian leaders with respect, refraining
from undermining each other’s domestic political stability (including
formally stating that the United States does not seek Russian regime
change), reestablishing arms control negotiations and agreements, and
halting further NATO expansion, especially in Ukraine. Operating
firmly in the tradition of foreign policy realism, Marten makes the case
that both deterrence and reassurance measures are necessary and can in
fact work in harmony.
The stakes are indeed high. So far this century, major powers have
avoided conflict, but the current era is rife with other regional issues,
including an unraveling Middle East, economic stagnation and political discontent across Europe, and tension in Asia over a rising China
and reckless North Korea. Not only would a crisis between Russia and
NATO compound this daunting foreign policy landscape, but it would
result in a missed opportunity for both sides to work together on tackling some of the world’s greatest challenges. The new U.S. administration would be wise to consider Marten’s advice as it develops a policy
toward Russia that manages to avoid being passive on one hand and
overly confrontational on the other.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
March 2017
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Introduction

As Donald J. Trump begins his presidency, U.S. leaders—including
senior members of the Senate, military commanders and intelligence
officials, and some of Trump’s own cabinet picks—are extraordinarily
divided about how to define U.S. security interests toward Russia. As a
candidate, Trump shocked observers by calling into question the wisdom
of the U.S. commitment to defend its North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies from Russian aggression, at a time when NATO’s
Supreme Commander, U.S. Air Force General Philip Breedlove, had
labeled Russia an “existential threat.” The U.S. presidential election and
its aftermath were plagued with controversies about how to interpret
and respond to Russia’s state-sponsored hacking of the emails of the
Democratic National Committee (DNC) and major Democratic Party
figures, while some U.S. allies in Europe feared their own electoral processes would be the next victims. Trump’s efforts to reach out to Russian
President Vladimir Putin and launch another “reset” policy may lead to
new accord between the two countries, but some experts fear that Putin
will test Trump’s strength by seeking unequal advantages for Moscow.
In December 2016, Putin and Trump publicly flirted with the idea of a
new nuclear arms race, even as they pledged cooperation.
Resolving these debates requires in-depth analysis of how the United
States can best secure its own interests amid great tension between
NATO and Russia in the European military theater. With careful, concrete policy measures, Washington can avoid an unthinking slide down
either of two dangerous paths in this time of uncertainty and change.
On the one hand, the United States should resist the calls from politicians and policy experts to strongly increase its NATO conventional
force presence. To do so could spark an expensive arms race with Russia
that would heighten instability in Europe and could even provoke
Moscow to use military force against one or more NATO countries. It
could also tempt Moscow to lessen its cooperation with Washington on
3
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other important global issues, such as preventing nuclear proliferation
by rogue states, battling international terrorism, and continuing crucial
scientific cooperation in the Arctic and outer space. Furthermore, it is
unnecessary, since more creative approaches can deter Russian aggression without a dangerous, expensive military buildup in Europe. On the
other hand, the United States should avoid squandering its global reputation for strength and reliability by allowing its oldest and most venerable alliance to collapse in the face of Russian threats. Putin has taken
a series of actions designed to intimidate the West and demonstrate his
willingness and ability to fight, and it would be foolish for the Trump
administration to ignore the real challenges Russia presents to U.S. and
European security.
Since occupying the Ukrainian province of Crimea in March 2014,
Putin and his supporters have encouraged unrest in the Donbas region
of eastern Ukraine and sent thousands of Russian troops to support
rebels there; built up Russia’s military forces on its western borders
and its naval presence in the Black Sea; publicly threatened NATO
members Romania and Poland with nuclear strikes for accepting U.S.
missile defense installations; provoked dozens of dangerous military
encounters with NATO and other non-NATO Western ships and
aircraft; aggravated the refugee crisis in Europe by carpet-bombing
areas of Syria; deployed air defense forces in Syria capable of targeting NATO flights in eastern Turkey and along Turkey’s Mediterranean
coastline; and waged an information war against the West, including
cyber espionage and interference in Western political processes. Putin’s
aggression makes the possibility of a war in Europe between nucleararmed adversaries frighteningly real. The fact that both sides have
allowed their arms control regimes to atrophy adds further danger to
the relationship.
Yet the ultimate intentions of Putin and his regime, as well as those
of his eventual successors, are unknowable. Russia may seek to break
the NATO alliance or even expand at NATO’s expense—to reconquer
lost Soviet territory, to attain regional hegemony in Eurasia, or to allow
Putin to go down in history as the man who reestablished Russia’s great
power status. But Russian aggression may also reflect fear—or even
paranoia—about Western intentions to use regime change to create a
democratic “whole and free” Europe. Putin is fixated on the notion that
the United States wants to overthrow his regime. Russian military officers, politicians, and large swaths of the Russian public seem genuinely
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to believe that NATO is encircling Russia and threatening the Russian
homeland. NATO’s enlargement to include a dozen new European
members after Germany’s 1990 reunification has been a major irritant. Even more disturbing to Moscow has been the willingness of the
United States and its Western allies to wage air strikes and wars beyond
NATO borders, with or without UN Security Council approval and in
the face of Russia’s Security Council veto.
Amidst these uncertainties, NATO cohesion has frayed. Central and
East European allies, including Poland and the Baltic states of Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania, fear that growing U.S. isolationism will leave
them undefended against Russian aggression. If the Russian military
were to establish a beachhead in the Baltic region beyond the Kaliningrad exclave, or elsewhere to its west, Germany would also be threatened. Yet many NATO members have faced significant losses in trade
because of Western sanctions against Russia. Several U.S. allies, including France, Hungary, and the United Kingdom, have growing far-right
nationalist political parties that denigrate NATO and welcome cooperation with Putin.1 There is evidence that some extremist movements
in Europe are supported by Moscow.2 NATO’s internal tensions were
exacerbated by the failed July 2016 coup attempt in Turkey and subsequent crackdown against the Turkish armed forces by President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan. Many Turks blamed the U.S. military for the coup,
and Erdogan reached out to Putin in the aftermath, signing a ceasefire
accord in Syria without U.S. participation and coordinating airstrikes
with Russia in northern Syria.
To avoid military crises between Russia and NATO in the face of
uncertainty about Russia’s intentions, the United States should work
with its NATO allies to simultaneously deter a potentially aggressive
Russia while reassuring a potentially frightened Russia. Washington
should dissuade Moscow from threatening NATO member states and
communicate that U.S. defensive commitments to its allies are firm
and reliable, while emphasizing that these commitments are intended
neither to isolate Russia from the West nor to initiate regime change
in Moscow. The United States will have an easier time demonstrating
defensive intent, avoiding Russian charges of hypocrisy, and bringing
European allies on board if decisions are based on consistent, transparent, and treaty- and rule-based criteria.
None of these suggested approaches should be read as a concession to Putin. A minimally enhanced and creatively constructed set of
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deterrent measures can prevent Russian military aggression and keep
the United States and its allies safe, without requiring any reciprocation
from Russia. Putin can build up Russian military forces all he wants
(and perhaps even do significant damage to the Russian economy in the
process). But as long as he is dissuaded from attacking NATO territory,
NATO wins.

Why NATO Matters

Throughout the Cold War, U.S. leaders and politicians frequently called
for more NATO burden-sharing because the United States always
assumed an outsize responsibility for NATO financing and troop
deployments. Until recently, though, no mainstream U.S. foreign policy
analysis would have needed to justify the U.S. commitment to NATO’s
defense. Commitment was assumed, even amid pitched debates about
how much of the defense budget or how many U.S. troops should be
designated for that purpose.
That changed in 2016, when then-candidate Trump surprised leaders of the Republican Party and the Pentagon—not to mention U.S.
allies—by calling NATO obsolete and arguing that the defense of particular NATO members should be made conditional on their financial
contributions to the alliance. Trump seemed to be disavowing Article 5
of the 1949 NATO Charter, which says that an external military attack
against one member will be treated as an attack against all. Trump’s
statements served as a wake-up call about the need to explain why
defending the NATO alliance is in the U.S. national interest.
NATO still matters because it is a flexible and reliable institution
that provides security to some of the United States’ most important
allies: stable democracies in Canada and Europe. Having strong, likeminded European partners helps expand the global reach of U.S. values
and authority, so protecting European freedom enhances U.S. influence and credibility abroad. The United States also has an enduring
economic interest in protecting these countries from foreign threats
because Europe is its largest trade and investment partner. U.S. exports
to Europe and European investments in the United States contribute to
American jobs and the U.S. tax base, and the strength of this economic
relationship depends on Europe’s well-being.
Because of these cultural and economic ties, any war that threatens
the stability of Europe would eventually drag in U.S. military forces, as
happened in World War I, World War II, and the Yugoslavian civil wars
7
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of the 1990s, despite strong initial calls in each case for a more isolationist approach. Preventing war and enhancing stability in Europe is
therefore in U.S. interests, as is maintaining a well-integrated military
alliance structure at high readiness to meet any threats that arise.
Although the Soviet Union, NATO’s original adversary, is gone,
many analysts consider Putin’s crackdowns on Russian media and civil
society and his recentralization of state control over the Russian economy as the start of a re-Sovietization of Russian life. The strength of
NATO, backed by the guarantee of the U.S. extended nuclear deterrent,
succeeded for fifty years in containing what might otherwise have been
Soviet attempts at territorial expansion. To condemn NATO allies to
face a potential new Russian threat on their own would irreparably harm
the United States’ reputation for reliability and integrity, permanently
damaging its ability to exert influence abroad. NATO allies supported
the United States in Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks, when Article 5
was invoked for the only time in NATO history. Estonia and Latvia, two
former Soviet Baltic states often mentioned as potential Russian targets
today, lost soldiers in Afghanistan and sent troops to help the U.S.-led
coalition in Iraq. To abandon those countries now would give the United
States a reputation for hypocrisy and ingratitude.
Although some NATO members have failed to live up to the alliance’s democratic ideals, their integration into the NATO community
and continuing desire for the security benefits it provides may serve as
a brake on what otherwise could be untrammeled authoritarianism. At
a time of growing ethnic nationalism in Europe, NATO’s integration of
European military command structures and the continued European
reliance on U.S. intelligence and force projection capabilities through
NATO is especially important. One of NATO’s early purposes was not
merely to deter the Soviet threat but to bring postwar German military forces into the alliance structure and calm French fears of a third
world war. NATO was a crucial enabler of peace not only after World
War II but also after the Cold War because some Europeans feared that
German reunification in 1990 could create a new military juggernaut.
NATO’s military integration now means that even if right-wing nationalists were to rule a European state, they could not threaten their neighbors without a drastic and expensive overhaul of force capabilities,
deployments, infrastructure, and policy, providing a long warning time
for any possible aggression. NATO continues to provide protection not
merely from Russia but within Europe itself.

The Growth of NATO-Russia Tensions

When the Cold War ended, hopes were high for a new partnership
between Russia and the West. But the relationship soon soured, repeating a cycle of attempted cooperation followed by disappointment.3
A deep sense of Russian shame over lost influence in the world was
coupled with grievance over Western indifference to Russian interests
and what many Russians saw as Western betrayal. This was matched
by growing Western disappointment that the Kremlin did not choose
to join the Western world order and a belief that Russian leaders were
unreliable and (in the case of Putin and his allies) perhaps even criminal.
While Russians today often blame NATO enlargement for these tensions, the change in alliance structures did not start in the West, or on
NATO’s initiative. Instead, it began in the final days of the Soviet Union,
when Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia (the so-called Visegrad
states) decided to withdraw from the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact. In the
1990 Charter of Paris, Mikhail Gorbachev, the last Soviet leader, officially recognized those states’ right to leave the pact and choose their
own security arrangements. The Visegrad states desperately wanted to
join NATO, but several years passed before the United States and its
allies were willing to entertain that possibility. Then in December 1991,
on the initiative of its Russian, Ukrainian, and Belarusian republics,
the Soviet Union dissolved into fifteen independent countries, several
years before NATO considered any new expansion.
As the 1990s wore on, Washington and its allies hoped that NATO
enlargement—alongside enlargement of the European Union (EU)—
would secure democratic, human rights, and security reforms achieved
in East and Central Europe, rewarding new members for their progress along a path that Moscow could have chosen to take, but did not.
Russia was instead unstable—with violent upheaval in Moscow’s
streets during the constitutional crisis of October 1993 and two brutal
civil wars in Chechnya—at a time when the West feared ethnic conflict
9
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and state failure above all else. NATO’s biggest worry at that time was
not an expansionist Russia but Russian anarchy and collapse. The
Kremlin never established democratic control over its military or intelligence services, leaving the Russian state untrustworthy in Western
eyes. President Boris Yeltsin became more authoritarian with time,
modifying the Russian constitution to enhance his power, a trend that
Putin continued.
NATO was willing to add new members only if they could contribute to the security of the alliance, and most U.S. and Western political
leaders feared that offering Russia membership would instead undercut the alliance. U.S. officials nonetheless believed that they worked
hard during the 1990s to create a prominent place for Russia in the
new security architecture of post–Cold War Europe, pursuing what
they called a “two-track policy” of cooperation with Russia alongside
NATO enlargement.4 The West participated in constant high-level
negotiations with its Russian counterparts on arms control and other
issues. Russia was included in NATO’s new Partnership for Peace
institutions, designed to enhance cooperation among military forces
across the former Cold War divide through joint training and planning, as well as to share best practices for democratic oversight of
military organizations. Partnership for Peace was devised in part to
ease Russian fears about NATO’s intentions by creating new channels
for communication among military officers and defense officials and
providing a window into NATO operations. Russian forces served
side by side with their U.S. and NATO counterparts in peace enforcement operations in Bosnia and Kosovo as part of these Partnership for
Peace arrangements.
Despite disagreements about whether the West made implicit promises to Russia about not enlarging NATO, in 1997 both sides signed the
NATO-Russia Founding Act (NRFA). The goal of the NRFA was to
encourage Russian acceptance of NATO’s enlargement by highlighting Russia’s importance in European security, giving Moscow a voice
and special consultative standing with NATO, but no veto over NATO
enlargement or actions.5 Although Russia was never happy about
NATO enlargement, the primary concerns expressed in the 1990s, and
even in the early years of Putin’s presidency, were not that NATO posed
a military threat to Russia. Instead, the fear was that Russia would be
cut out of crucial security decisions and be isolated from the West, and
that this would aid the rise of extreme nationalists inside Russia.
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One issue propelling Russian nationalist sentiment was the notion
that Gorbachev had made unilateral concessions to the West: the
Warsaw Pact alliance in Eastern Europe disintegrated without incident, Germany reunified peacefully with Soviet help, and individual
Soviet republics became newly independent states. In contrast, NATO
became more assertive. It used military force for the first time in 1994
when it enforced a no-fly zone in Bosnia during the Yugoslavian civil
wars in an “out-of-area” operation that had Russia’s approval in the UN
Security Council but was not clearly connected to NATO’s self-defense
mandate. In the ensuing months, NATO carried out airstrikes against
Serbian paramilitaries in Bosnia, and Russian support became increasingly grudging. Distrust grew in 1999, when NATO intervened in the
Kosovo crisis without Security Council approval and against Russian
wishes, again for humanitarian reasons and again against Serbia (by
this time considered one of Moscow’s allies). NATO believed it was
acting ethically to protect threatened Kosovar civilians, and Russia
eventually participated in the postwar peace enforcement operation in
Kosovo, as it had earlier in Bosnia. But this time NATO showed that it
no longer respected one of the only global power tools left for a diminished Russia: its Security Council veto. The U.S.-led invasion of Iraq
in 2003 without Security Council approval magnified Russia’s sense of
irrelevance and frustration. In 2011, Russia was dismayed anew when
Security Council–authorized NATO air strikes to protect civilians in
Libya morphed against Russian wishes into an effort to support rebels
who then toppled and killed leader Muammar al-Qaddafi.
Meanwhile, NATO seemed, in Russian eyes, to welcome almost every
state except Russia as a new member: the former Warsaw Pact states,
starting with Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic, and continuing
with Slovakia and the Black Sea states of Romania and Bulgaria; several
additional countries in the Balkans, historically viewed as a Russian protectorate; and the three Baltic states of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia
(former Soviet republics never recognized as such by the West). It was
clear to at least some prominent Russian analysts that as soon as NATO
began enlarging, the Baltic states, eager to resume their European identity and throw off the Soviet yoke, would also be welcomed in.6 Putin himself said in 2002 that their membership would be “no tragedy,” as long as
no new military infrastructure was placed there.7 But their membership
expanded NATO’s presence on Russia’s borders and left the heavily militarized Russian province of Kaliningrad surrounded by NATO territory.
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Government-funded Western organizations also provided advisory
and financial assistance to local civil society groups leading revolutionary political efforts, which displaced leaders who had been friendlier
to Moscow, in two other post-Soviet states: the 2003 Rose Revolution
in Georgia and the 2004 Orange Revolution in Ukraine.8 Although
neither Georgia nor Ukraine has yet been offered a NATO Membership Action Plan—the first step toward joining the alliance—NATO
declared in 2008 that both countries “will become members.”9 Later
that year, a brief war between Georgia and Russia left Russian forces
occupying the contested Georgian territories of South Ossetia and
Abkhazia. Then in 2014, during the Euromaidan protests in Kiev, secret
recordings publicized by the Kremlin revealed U.S. officials discussing
which Ukrainian politicians to support as replacements for the discredited former leader whom Putin favored, Viktor Yanukovych.10 The 2014
Ukraine crisis came to symbolize everything the Putin regime feared
about the West, including the encroachment of the European economic
and political model into the traditional Russian sphere of influence,
Western support for anti-Putin regime change, and the potential loss of
Russian military assets in the Crimean port of Sevastopol. These fears
undoubtedly contributed to Putin’s decisions to seize Crimea and disrupt the Donbas.
It is unlikely that either Georgia or Ukraine will be invited to join
NATO anytime soon, since both states have continuing political, economic, and security weaknesses that would make them liabilities to
NATO rather than assets. But Russian troops remain in the internationally recognized territories of both states, at least in part to prevent
them from achieving the kind of security and stability that is required
for NATO accession.

Understanding Russia

This trajectory helps explain why Putin’s bashing of the United States
and NATO has received enthusiastic support from the Russian population. The Russian military genuinely fears a surprise Western attack
along the country’s long borders, including possible U.S. or NATO
intervention in one of Russia’s ongoing military conflicts.11 Russia’s
geography, extending over a large area without natural protection
from neighboring powers, has always left it vulnerable—and its history
includes numerous attacks from the West, by Charles XII of Sweden in
1708, Napoleon in 1812, and Hitler in 1941 (after large swaths of Russian
territory were occupied by German and Austrian troops during World
War I). The Russian military was particularly humiliated by its diminished role under Gorbachev and Yeltsin and by critical domestic media
coverage in the 1990s and early 2000s, and Putin’s new assertiveness
against the West has had an appreciative audience inside that institution.
Putin further shores up his domestic standing by blaming all of
Russia’s ills on nefarious Western interference. The more the United
States and NATO remilitarize their relationship with Russia, the more
strength Putin and his political allies gain at home. An arms race, despite
its budgetary costs, would directly benefit Putin’s close friends from the
Russian intelligence services, who control the contracting processes in
major Russian defense industries and line their pockets with each new
weapons purchase.12 In addition, the Kremlin justifies its crackdown on
Russian media freedom and political dissent with accusations of foreign influence and treason, portraying Russia’s domestic opposition as
part of a Western conspiracy to overthrow the regime.
Putin’s hold on power appears stable, and neither popular revolt nor
the rise of pro-Western liberals in the Kremlin is likely anytime soon,
no matter what happens in U.S.-Russian relations. But the regime is
opaque, and growing evidence of disputes within Putin’s inner circle, as
well as the apparent lack of a designated successor in the event of Putin’s
13
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death or incapacitation, adds uncertainty. Policymaking in Russia is
based on personal connections and informal networks, not bureaucratic hierarchies or formal governmental institutions.13 No one outside
the Kremlin, even within the broader Russian elite, knows for sure how
decisions are actually made inside its walls. Tensions within the Russian
elite over continuing economic decline could cause Moscow to lash out
unpredictably, especially given the rise of ethnic nationalist sentiment
in recent years. But Moscow could instead try to lower tensions with the
West, perhaps for economic reasons or to cooperate in managing the
rise of China. Finding the right balance in security relations with Russia
going forward is therefore crucial.

Arms Control Issues

Growing friction between Russia and the West was exacerbated by
both sides’ willingness to allow the collapse of the arms control framework that had moderated Cold War tensions since the early 1970s. In
addition to their literal provisions, arms control treaties had an added
symbolic value: they recognized the Soviet Union (and later, Russia) as
an equal and worthy partner to the United States and NATO, demonstrating Washington’s respect for Moscow. Arms control processes are
also important because they provide information about the adversary’s
strategic thinking, even if the negotiations themselves break down.
Their absence increases the danger of new confrontations.14
The United States was first to challenge the value of arms control
when President George W. Bush unilaterally withdrew from the AntiBallistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in 2002 to pursue national missile defense.
The 1972 treaty was the anchor of Cold War arms control. It guaranteed
that each side could deter the other by threatening a devastating nuclear
strike in retaliation for any attack, and provided a definitive statement that
Washington recognized Moscow’s strategic parity. Soon after Bush’s
announcement, the United States began deploying regional ballistic missile defense (BMD) systems in Alaska and California, designed to thwart
a small missile salvo from North Korea or Iran. In 2006, Bush announced
that the United States would deploy a third land-based BMD system in
Poland, once more against the Iranian missile threat.
In spite of consistent U.S. denials, these actions fostered a Russian
perception that the United States had a hidden agenda to undercut Russia’s nuclear deterrence capabilities at a time when Russia’s conventional deployments were weak. The original system planned for Poland
could theoretically have been used against a small number of long-range
missile strikes, like those Russia might launch against the United States
in a limited nuclear war. President Barack Obama attempted to reassure
Russia, replacing plans for the original BMD system with land-based
15
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versions of the U.S. Aegis regional BMD systems in Romania and
Poland designed to thwart only midrange and tactical rockets.15 Most
Western and Russian experts agree that the Aegis system would not be
useful against Russia’s huge arsenal of fast-moving intercontinental ballistic missiles unless it were drastically reconfigured.16 Yet the theoretical possibility of such future reconfiguration left Moscow dissatisfied.17
NATO-led efforts since 2010 to work with Russia on a joint
regional BMD system for Europe have failed.18 Meanwhile, the 1987
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty may also be breaking down. The INF treaty eliminated a whole class of weapons—all
land-based ballistic and cruise missiles with a range between 500 and
5,500 kilometers—from both Europe and the Russian Far East, and
featured intrusive on-site inspections rather than traditional overhead satellite verification. Hard-line commentators in Moscow began
to hint in 2007 that the planned U.S. BMD systems in Central Europe
might force Russia to rethink the INF treaty.19 Then, in January 2014,
the United States claimed that Russia had tested a new weapon prohibited by the treaty, a ground-launched cruise missile.20 The Kremlin
reacted by arguing that Washington’s land-based Aegis systems could
be reconfigured to launch INF cruise missiles and thereby constituted
a treaty violation. Putin has periodically threatened to withdraw from
the INF treaty since then. In October 2016, the United States accused
Russia of continuing to develop ground-launched cruise missiles in
violation of the treaty.
Equally disturbing is the breakdown of the Treaty on Conventional
Forces in Europe (CFE), which was designed to limit the number of
troops and heavy conventional weapons along the central line of Cold
War military confrontation. The CFE treaty had great symbolic significance. It represented Gorbachev’s acceptance of a “Common European
Home” reaching from the Atlantic Ocean to the Ural Mountains, and a
willingness to give up long-standing Soviet Cold War plans for a surprise conventional attack on NATO. The CFE treaty had tremendous
real-world effects, too: more than seventy thousand weapons systems
were eliminated, more than five thousand on-site inspections were
undertaken, and tens of thousands of notifications about military exercises and movements were exchanged.21
The CFE process began to unravel when Russian actions in Eurasia
caused the United States and its allies to refuse to ratify the “adapted”
CFE treaty (A/CFE) signed in 1999. The A/CFE updated the structure
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of the original treaty after the breakup of the Warsaw Pact and the
Soviet Union, replacing bloc-to-bloc troop and weapon limits with a
system of national and territorial ceilings. The sticking point in 1999
was the continued presence of Russian troops in the independent postSoviet states of Moldova and Georgia. Russia claimed it was leading
peacekeeping missions, but others saw Moscow as providing military
support to client rebel regimes in violation of international law. The
West accepted the presence of Russian troops as a temporary expedient
because dislodging them would have risked open warfare.22 But these
Russian deployments both violated CFE member state sovereignty and
allowed Russia to disperse heavy weapons abroad without oversight.
As relations with the West deteriorated, Putin announced that Russia
was suspending its compliance with the CFE treaty in 2007 and forbade
further weapons inspections on Russian territory.23 Additional negotiations became politically impractical in the West after the wars in Georgia
in 2008 and Ukraine in 2014, because Russia occupied territory that is
internationally recognized as belonging to two CFE treaty signatories.
Finally, in 2015, Russia announced that it would no longer participate in
meetings of the CFE treaty’s Joint Consultative Group. Although other
treaty members continue to exchange data, Russia’s absence means that
the CFE treaty process has effectively died.
The demise of CFE has in turn left the NRFA hanging by a thread.
The NRFA, which is a political agreement rather than a legally binding
treaty, is the primary remaining vehicle for negotiating security cooperation between Russia and NATO. It includes a statement, originally volunteered as a unilateral pledge by the United States to assuage Russia,
which is now under contention:
NATO reiterates that in the current and foreseeable security
environment, the Alliance will carry out its collective defense
and other missions by ensuring the necessary interoperability,
integration, and capability for reinforcement rather than by additional permanent stationing of substantial combat forces.24
Because this was a political pledge by NATO rather than a treaty, no
technical understanding was ever reached between NATO and Russia
on defining “additional permanent stationing of substantial combat
forces.” However, Russia has repeatedly requested that NATO provide
specific numbers and demanded that all new NATO permanent forces
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be limited to what was agreed upon in the (unratified) A/CFE treaty in
1999: one full combat brigade of approximately five thousand soldiers
for each of the new NATO members at that time (Poland, Hungary, and
the Czech Republic). This would allow NATO three new brigades in
total, beyond what existing NATO members held in 1997.25 In other
words, Russia believes that NATO’s current twenty-eight member
states should be cumulatively granted the same force limits agreed upon
for nineteen states in 1999. In fact, NATO force levels have fallen so
dramatically in recent years to that current deployments remain far
below even what had been agreed to in 1999. The number of combat
battalions located in the major Western European states had dropped
from 649 in 1990 to 185 by 2015.26 The most striking reduction was in
U.S. troops: from 102,500 in 1997 to just 65,000 in 2015, of which only
33,000 are the Army forces covered by the A/CFE treaty.27

RUSSIA VER SUS NATO:
COMPAR I NG M I LI TARY CAPABI LI T I E S
Despite Putin’s current rearmament efforts, Russian conventional force
deployments in Europe also remain much lower now than during the
Cold War, when the Soviet Union had over 338,000 troops stationed in
East Germany. For example, at the close of the Cold War, Russian battle
tanks numbered over 51,000. In 2014, they totaled 2,600, well below the
CFE ceiling of 20,000 tanks.28 Yet measuring the balance between the
two sides is complicated by the fact that the relative military strengths
of NATO and Russia are much more ambiguous now than during the
Cold War. It is impossible to make the kind of direct numerical comparisons between forces that were common then.
The NATO alliance has grown significantly, but it is unclear how well
its forces would integrate their activities in wartime over what is now a
much larger space. Assessing actual Russian unit strength is also a challenge. Official statements from Moscow about Russian force levels are
often contradictory, and hence not useful or trustworthy. Additionally,
because of demographic and conscription difficulties, some formations
may be hollow, manned at partial strength.
Beyond raw numbers, estimating combat readiness for both sides
is difficult. Russian successes in Ukraine and Syria have been achieved
with relatively small numbers of troops and may not reflect broad
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capabilities across the force, especially given that Russia has struggled
to find enough high-quality contract soldiers.
Similarly, beyond the United States and a few of its most stalwart
allies (such as Canada, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom), it
is not clear what overall NATO combat readiness levels truly are, even
as various exercises try to measure them. Russian troops and weapons
from outside the European region of Russia could be used for quick
reinforcement in the European area. Yet NATO is not Russia’s only
security concern, and even the European areas of Russia may be utilized for military missions not directly related to NATO. For example,
the northwestern region of Pskov is both where Russia would launch
an attack on NATO member Estonia and where many of the Russian
soldiers fighting in Ukraine from 2014 to 2015 were based. Russia maintains a force of around 28,000 troops distributed between Crimea and
its border with Ukraine (with an additional 1,500 based in Moldova),
but frequent military exercises complicate accurate troop counts.29
NATO has used its European forces in many out-of-area operations,
most recently in Afghanistan and Libya, and individual NATO members have used European bases and forces for non-NATO military
interventions in Iraq, Syria, and Africa. The forces available for a Russia-NATO war would depend on whatever security challenges each side
faced elsewhere. Finally, some force multipliers are not easily measurable, including the relative cyber capabilities of the two sides.

How a Crisis Might Erupt

It is impossible to predict every potential crisis that might arise between
Russia and NATO member states. The Putin regime has carried out
surprise actions on NATO territory in recent years that no one could
reasonably have foreseen, ranging from kidnapping an Estonian security officer to hacking U.S. DNC emails.30 The scenarios that follow,
though far from exhaustive, are ones that Western experts have thought
about deeply with grave concern, and are credible threats that Russian
aggression may pose to NATO security.

DANGEROUS M I LI TARY ACT I VI T I E S
A crisis might inadvertently escalate after an encounter between NATO
and Russian military vehicles in peacetime. Russian military aircraft
and naval vessels have approached or breached NATO sovereign borders in a seemingly hostile fashion dozens of times since 2014, and have
provoked dozens more dangerous incidents in international waters and
airspace by coming too close at too high a speed to their U.S. and NATO
counterparts.31 (Not all of these incidents are publicly announced, so
the true number may be much higher.) Any of these incidents could get
out of hand and provoke a lethal response. An inkling of how such a
crisis might unfold was revealed when Turkey shot down a Russian jet
in November 2015 after Ankara claimed that Moscow had violated Turkey’s border with Syria. Although that incident did not escalate beyond
rhetoric and trade sanctions, it could have led to militarized conflict.
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RUSSIAN LAND GRAB
I N OR NE AR T HE BALT ICS
Some Western analysts fear that a Russian military confrontation with
NATO may be intentional, not inadvertent. Russia might invade the
Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, either to restore control
over these former Soviet territories that have been NATO member states
since 2004 (and which now divide the Russian province of Kaliningrad
from the rest of Russia) or simply to break the NATO alliance by demonstrating the West’s inability to mount a unified response. Sweden, not
a NATO member, fears that Russian aggression might extend to its strategic Baltic Sea island of Gotland and is therefore stationing permanent
troops there for the first time since 2005 while increasing its cooperation with NATO.32 An additional concern is that future instability in the
former Soviet state of Belarus (also not a NATO member) might tempt
Moscow to intervene militarily to restore a pro-Russian order there,
provoking further tensions on NATO’s Baltic borders.
In the face of NATO objections and in violation of CFE treaty understandings, Russia has conducted about a dozen unannounced military
exercises in recent years designed to test troop readiness. These exercises show that Moscow is training for large-scale conventional warfare
against its neighbors.33 Russia used one such snap exercise as cover for
its military intervention in Georgia in 2008 and, in theory, could do the
same elsewhere. Russian military writings refer to NATO as a threat
and make frequent references to the major land battles of World War II
in Europe.34
NATO’s threat perceptions were heightened when a major wargaming analysis published by the RAND Corporation in February 2016
concluded that NATO’s conventional military forces would be unable to
stop a surprise Russian conventional attack on Estonia and Latvia and
that Moscow could occupy their capitals within sixty hours.35 NATO
reinforcements might then be blocked by a Russian attempt at antiaccess/area denial (A2/AD). Russia could use antiship missiles based in
its heavily militarized Kaliningrad province to curtail NATO action in
the Baltic Sea. NATO troops attempting to arrive overland would have
to navigate the so-called Suwalki Gap (the narrow border connecting
NATO members Poland and Lithuania), flanked by Kaliningrad on one
side and Russia’s sometime ally Belarus on the other.36 Inflaming these
fears are concerns that if the INF treaty crumbles, Russia could deploy
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nuclear-armed Iskander missiles to both Kaliningrad and Crimea.37
Many U.S. analysts have argued that the United States and NATO need
to deploy greater numbers of conventional forces in Europe to stop a
growing Russian threat.38

DEN IAL OF NATO BLACK SE A ACCE SS
Russia has used its seizure of Crimea to launch the buildup and modernization of its aging Black Sea fleet and air defenses and, in summer
2016, announced that Crimea would receive sophisticated S-400
surface-to-air missiles.39 Some analysts are concerned that Moscow
might use these capabilities in an A2/AD campaign against NATO,
threatening commercial Mediterranean Sea access for NATO members Romania and Bulgaria.40
To do so would violate the 1936 Montreux Convention that guarantees civilian ships free passage through the Bosporus and Dardanelles
Straits during peacetime. It would also directly challenge Turkey’s legal
sovereignty over the straits at a time when Turkish-Russian relations
have improved. For these reasons, this scenario is unlikely to arise out
of the blue. Instead, it might be designed to deter U.S. and NATO intervention following an escalation of hostilities elsewhere along the Black
Sea, such as in southern Ukraine, along the border of Russian-occupied
Abkhazia with Georgia proper, or in areas of Moldova dominated by
ethnic Russians. NATO has no agreed-upon policy on how to react to
future Russian aggression in Eurasia that occurs near, but not in violation of, NATO borders.

RUSSIAN HYBR I D WAR
The most challenging threat scenario is what NATO calls “hybrid war”
and what Russia calls “information war,” consisting of actions short
of a full-scale invasion that are designed to be politically destabilizing.
These tactics include cyberattacks, mass media disinformation and
“fake news” campaigns, measures to skew popular opinion against particular local politicians or policies, and Special Operations force deception, such as clandestinely inserting provocateurs into a country to
incite rioting that appears to be domestically caused. Such techniques
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were commonly employed by Soviet intelligence forces during the Cold
War, and now internet technology expands and multiplies their effects.
Rather than seeking a conventional military victory, such Russian
actions “shift the onus of escalation onto NATO.”41 Instability inside
a NATO member state, even when it is provoked from the outside, is
not a direct military threat and therefore is not explicitly covered under
Article 5 of the NATO Charter.
Russian information warfare in Ukraine is ongoing and has already
occurred against NATO member states. For example, Russian statecontrolled media bombards Russian speakers in the Baltics with
attractive (and sometimes dishonest) pro-Moscow, anti-NATO television programming. Immense denial-of-service attacks were launched
by politically motivated Russian nationalists against Estonian government websites in April 2007, when a monument commemorating
Soviet forces in World War II was moved from the center of Tallinn
(although the Russian state denies any involvement). Estonia acted
rapidly to bolster its cyber defenses as a result, and NATO as a whole
has gradually followed suit, working to develop joint cyber defense and
resilience capabilities.
To undermine trust in NATO’s Article 5 (and with the justification
of protecting ethnic Russian populations abroad), Moscow might go
further. For example, it might play on ethnic tensions in the Baltic states
and encourage rioting that provokes residents of Latvia or Estonia to
demand Russian peacekeeping-force assistance in a small slice of territory along the Russian border. Both states have significant ethnic
Russian populations, making up 24 percent (Estonia) and 27 percent
(Latvia) of their respective totals, concentrated in the capital cities and
in smaller cities near the Russian border.42 In both countries, citizenship policies for ethnic Russians have been contested, and a significant
proportion of Russian-speaking residents remain officially stateless
under rules set by the UN High Commissioner for Refugees: more than
91,000 in Estonia and an extraordinary 267,000 in Latvia as of 2013.43
Some who qualify for citizenship have chosen not to receive it, and both
countries have recently modified their laws to allow the younger children of stateless residents to receive automatic citizenship with parental consent.44 Experts disagree about how satisfied Russians in Latvia
and Estonia are with the current arrangement and with their broader
civil rights and employment opportunities, and hence how susceptible
they might be to Russian hybrid war challenges.

How to Assess and Respond to a Crisis

There is probably nothing the United States can do to stop low-level
Russian information warfare and political interference in the West,
except to be aware of it and call it out when it happens. Overreaction
could lead to dangerous escalation. The United States would be greatly
damaged by a cyber war with Russia because of the number and variety of its internet-connected civilian systems, including the growing
“internet of things” in private households and public facilities such as
hospitals. Because Russia plays on real political discontent in NATO
countries, Western governments should track their own political vulnerabilities and address the underlying issues, including economic
disappointment and ethnic tensions, that give Russian disinformation
campaigns their audience appeal.
In reacting to possible military scenarios, the United States and
NATO need to keep three points in mind. First, the existence of Russian plans for various scenarios does not necessarily reveal political
intentions. All military organizations train for exigencies that never
occur. In particular, Estonia and Latvia have enjoyed twenty-five years
of political and economic freedom and Western integration, and it
seems far-fetched that Russian leaders would believe they could now be
easily controlled by military occupation. Second, responding to these
scenarios with a NATO conventional military buildup might paradoxically increase Russian threat perceptions, making crisis escalation (and
Russian contingency plan implementation) more likely. Third, Putin
does have a pattern of military intervention abroad in both Ukraine
and Syria, but he also has a knack for the canny bluff. Western experts
disagree, for example, about how deep and sustainable the current Russian military reform and remilitarization effort really is, especially in
the face of Russia’s continuing economic stagnation.45
Then, too, the NATO rearmament that some Western analysts
have called for (and even the raised European contributions to NATO
24
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finances that Trump would prefer) may be politically unfeasible in the
current environment. Many EU member states who are NATO members have still not recovered from the global financial crisis of 2007
to 2008. The overall gross domestic product (GDP) of the Euro area
in 2015 was lower than it had been since 2006, and that was before
the United Kingdom voted to exit the EU, which threatens to darken
Europe’s economic outlook.46 Although all NATO members pledge to
work toward spending 2 percent of their GDP on defense, that target
remains aspirational for all but a few (see figure 1). It should be noted
that Estonia and Poland are among the highest contributors.
Meanwhile, the United States is increasingly focusing its own
defense attention on the South China Sea and other non-European
challenges, and a variety of public opinion polls show that American
voters want to cut, not increase, defense spending.47

RECEN T U.S . AND NATO
M I LI TARY RE SP ONSE S TO RUSSIA
In June 2014, following Russia’s seizure of Crimea, President Obama
launched the European Reassurance Initiative.48 This multipronged
FIGURE 1. DEFENSE E XPENDI TURE A S A SHARE OF GROSS
DOME ST IC PRODUCT (BA SED ON 2010 PR ICE S AND E XCHANGE
RATE S)
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program, originally funded through a $1 billion emergency budget initiative, was designed to showcase Washington’s commitment to the
defense of all NATO member states through expanded exercises and
deployments. It set up a constant rotation of small U.S. Army, Air Force,
and Navy units through the Baltic states and Poland. The program was
continued in 2015. In early 2016, with strong bipartisan support, Obama
requested congressional funding of $3.4 billion for fiscal year 2017, to
begin a multiyear program now known as Operation Atlantic Resolve.
The program is positioning new U.S. military equipment in Europe
in the event that reinforcements are needed for a quick response to a
Russian threat. The United States will also deploy several hundred personnel to staff the new missile defense site in Romania and some three
hundred U.S. Marines to Norway on a trial basis this year, breaking a
long-standing Norwegian tradition of prohibiting the presence of any
foreign troops.49 Meanwhile, the U.S. Army is leading the Russia New
Generation Warfare Study, bringing analysts from across the government together to scrutinize Russia’s actions in Ukraine for future U.S.
and NATO planning.50
At its 2014 Wales Summit, NATO adopted a Readiness Action Plan
in response to Russian challenges. Although other NATO members did
not come close to matching the new U.S. commitment, the plan created new exercises, patrols, and rotational deployments that supported
NATO’s easternmost members, including on the Black Sea. In 2015,
the size of the long-standing multinational NATO Response Force,
drawn from existing deployments and designed to be ready for shortterm crisis response, was tripled to forty thousand. A spearhead of five
thousand troops, named the Very High Readiness Joint Task Force, also
became operational in 2016, though it was widely viewed as not enough
to derail determined Russian aggression.51
The most significant NATO actions in response to the perceived
Russian threat were announced at the 2016 Warsaw Summit, envisioning the establishment over the next year of an “enhanced forward
presence” in NATO’s east. Four new battalions (together equivalent to
approximately one new combat brigade) will be deployed. The United
Kingdom will oversee a new battalion in Estonia; Canada, a battalion
in Latvia; Germany, one in Lithuania; and the United States, one in
Poland, where this new multinational division will be headquartered.52
Although details have not been made public, reportedly each new battalion will include around one thousand troops.53 NATO also expressed
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some support for Romania’s ideas about a new multinational Black Sea
maritime presence but announced no new NATO deployments there.
Furthermore, at its 2014 Wales Summit, NATO had declared that cyber
defense was part of its collective defense planning, and, at the Warsaw
Summit, current Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg affirmed that
cyberspace is an operational domain of conflict, potentially making way
for member states with offensive cyber programs (including the United
States, France, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom) to use such
weapons on NATO’s behalf.54
The force increases envisioned in the Warsaw Summit are far below
the recommendations of more hawkish Western defense analysts. But
they do establish persistent multinational forces near Russia’s borders
and are a strong symbol of NATO’s deterrent tripwire. When capable
allies—such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and
Canada—demonstrate that they are willing to put themselves in harm’s
way to answer an outside attack, it sends a strong signal that the alliance
will hold. Recent enhanced NATO military cooperation with nearby
neutral states, including Sweden and Finland, has also helped demonstrate a unified Western deterrent.
The focus on a tripwire strategy is not new or radical for NATO; it
has a long historical precedent. To deter the Soviet Union, NATO never
relied on matching its superior conventional forces and surprise attack
capabilities during the Cold War. NATO countries historically—and
successfully—relied instead on what were called offset strategies: the
threat early in the Cold War to use nuclear weapons to stop a Soviet
conventional attack on Western Europe, and later to use U.S. advanced
weaponry for stealthy and precisely targeted long-distance strikes
against Soviet targets.55 Strategic planners on the Russian general staff
received education and training from their Soviet counterparts, and
many Russian generals today began their careers as junior officers in
Soviet times. They know this history. They know that neither Russia
nor any other state comes close to being a peer competitor against the
overwhelmingly powerful U.S. military. Most important, they are likely
to be similarly rational actors, with no desire to start a war that would
eventually destroy Russia.

Recommendations

To make military crises less likely to arise, but to prepare for meeting them if they do, the Trump administration should work with
Washington’s NATO partners to prioritize three intertwined policy
commitments.
First, the Trump administration should continue to work with its
NATO allies to deter Russia from threatening or undermining any
NATO member. Deterrence can succeed not merely by threatening a
punishing response to Russian aggression, as the most extreme measures of a tripwire strategy would entail, but also through simultaneous
“deterrence by denial”—by making Russian aggression so costly, and
with so few perceived benefits, that it is not worth pursuing.
Second, the Trump administration should take reasonable actions
alongside its NATO allies to reassure Russian political and military
officials and the Russian public that the United States and NATO have
defensive intentions and do not threaten Russian territory. The United
States cannot stop Putin’s propaganda or overcome all deep-seated
Russian suspicions about the West, but Congress should support
Trump’s efforts to invalidate the image of the United States as Russia’s
enemy that Putin has presented to his people. While it might appear
that a commitment to reassure is in tension with the commitment to
deter, in fact they can work together as a defensive strategy to make
Europe more stable.
A third commitment will help bring deterrence and reassurance into
harmony: policy decisions should be based on consistent, transparent,
rule-based criteria wherever possible. Law-abiding behavior will deflect
Russian accusations of hypocrisy, and the United States will have an
easier time uniting with its European allies to achieve shared aims if it
shows that it continues to respect international law and institutions.
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DETERRENCE ME ASURE S
■■

■■

■■

Reaffirm the U.S. commitment to NATO defense. President
Trump should immediately reaffirm, and the State Department
and the Pentagon should periodically restate, that the defense of all
NATO member states is Washington’s highest priority in Europe
and an ongoing legal commitment because of the NATO Charter.
This is especially important because many NATO allies interpreted
some of Trump’s statements during the campaign and in early 2017 as
implying that the U.S. commitment to NATO is in doubt.
Prioritize fulfillment of 2016 Warsaw Summit force pledges,
while emphasizing their legitimacy under the 1999 A/CFE agreement. To demonstrate this commitment to NATO, the president and
the Pentagon should prioritize sustaining the newly deployed U.S.
enhanced forward presence battalion to Poland, and urge Canadian,
British, and German allies to quickly deploy and sustain their parallel commitments to lead new battalions in the Baltics. The Trump
administration should emphasize that these new deployments are
far lower than what Russia itself agreed to as being legitimate in
1999, but that they establish a visible symbol of NATO cohesion and
a tripwire against aggression. The president, the Pentagon, and the
State Department should also emphasize that other small new U.S.
deployments (including at the Romanian missile defense site and in
Norway) are legitimate, ongoing, defensive symbols of Washington’s
commitment to Europe’s security. Because current plans for these
deployments involve relocation rather than new hiring, the financial
costs will be relatively limited.
Rely on comprehensive capabilities, not just conventional military forces, to deter Russia in the European theater. Public statements by defense officials should make clear that the Pentagon need
not match Russian conventional deployments to fulfill its deterrent
promise, just as NATO never matched Soviet conventional forces
in Europe. The United States currently has 1,367 nuclear warheads
deployed on strategic missile, submarine, and bomber forces, ready
for use at a moment’s notice, so its nuclear deterrent against Russia
remains intact. While some specifics of the historical offset strategies
are dated, current and future planning should rely on similarly asymmetrical responses, not an expensive and destabilizing conventional
arms buildup in Europe.
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Publicize U.S. reliance on comprehensive, asymmetrical capabilities for deterrence. To deter effectively, especially across domains of
action, U.S. planners should communicate the basic outlines of their
strategic thinking and reaffirm the appropriateness and proportionality of potential responses under international law.56 The goal is to
achieve the same delicate balance that was the focus of Cold War
nuclear planning, whereby Russian planners are left so apprehensive
about the potential consequences of aggression that they are deterred,
but not so worried about U.S. intentions that they strike preemptively.
Think creatively about what cross-domain deterrence, or using
capabilities in one domain (such as air, land, cyber, or even trade
and finance) to deter threats in another, as well as deterrence by
denial can mean today. The following recommendations on cyber
activities, sanctions, and political reforms in the Baltics are examples
of such thinking but should not be taken as the only possible choices.
–– Continue to build U.S. offensive battlefield cyber capabilities
and encourage NATO partners in similar efforts. President
Trump has announced that a Pentagon cyber-defense strategy is
a high priority for his administration. Offensive battlefield cyber
measures, designed to thwart an air, land, or sea attack by disrupting an enemy’s military C4I (command, control, communication,
computer, and intelligence) capabilities should be prioritized in his
comprehensive cyber plan. The unknowability of the reach of U.S.
and allied battlefield cyber technology—which could, for example,
send an invading force toward an incorrect target, leave a unit cut
off from its headquarters, or disable battlefield air defense radars—
raises the risks and costs of Russian military intervention against
NATO territory beyond what a conventional response alone would
accomplish. Yet cyber technology is often ignored in war-gaming
exercises that lead to demands for a NATO conventional force
buildup. Russia has already demonstrated its ability and willingness
to use cyber weapons and has publicized its own battlefield cyber
planning. It is therefore unlikely that increased Western attention
to battlefield cyber offense would spark new instability, since Russian programs are progressing regardless of Western actions.
–– Create a “cyber incubator” policy to encourage partnership
between the U.S. government and the private sector. U.S. Cyber
Command’s current 133-member team faces a particular challenge
in hiring new talent, given the much higher salaries available in
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Silicon Valley. President Trump should create a “cyber incubator,”
allowing experts to cycle in and out of Cyber Command service
from the private sector for stints of one to two years, while forgiving student loan debt for those choosing Cyber Command service.57 Since the primary cost of cyber weapons is the people who
build them and their intellectual capital, creating expert synergy
across the private/public divide would reduce long-term costs.58
Strengthening cyber capabilities and implementing new staffing
measures would improve the United States’ extended deterrence
in Europe and maximize the comparative advantage of its vibrant
private cybersecurity sector.
–– Encourage the establishment of NATO-country cyber embassies on foreign soil to enhance deterrence through denial.
In formal and informal discussions with representatives from
Latvia, Poland, and other NATO members concerned about Russian information warfare, President Trump and Pentagon officials
should push for the adoption of cyber embassies, following the
model laid out by Estonia. Partnering with Microsoft, the Estonian
government is working to create a data services mirror in an alternative NATO member state that will allow Estonian government
functions, citizen services, and official data integrity (for example,
property records) to continue unabated in the event of a massive
cyberattack or military occupation.59 This can make both cyber war
and land seizures in the Baltics less profitable for Russia and therefore less enticing as a military option.
–– Prepare a broad menu of graduated sanctions as a cross-domain
deterrence tool. The Trump administration should not eliminate
the possibility of using sanctions against Russia in the future. The
Treasury, State, and Justice Departments have gained multilateral
support and global compliance with recent financial sanctions
policies against Iran, Russia, and other countries, including even
China’s tacit acquiescence.60 Russia should remain on notice that
in the event of an attack on a NATO country, including a damaging
cyberattack against civilian infrastructure, the United States and its
allies are prepared to impose new sanctions that could be escalated
against individuals, companies, banks, or entire industries, limiting
access to capital markets, finance, insurance, technology, or financial systems such as the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT).61 Although sanctions would affect
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U.S. trade and investment sectors unevenly, they are a relatively
inexpensive tool. U.S. exports of goods to Russia in 2015 were
valued at just over $7 billion, and imports from Russia were valued
at $16.4 billion, a drop in the bucket of the trillions of dollars of U.S.
foreign trade. U.S. direct investments in Russia were valued at $9.2
billion in 2015, again a small fraction of its $5 trillion overall foreign
direct investments. And though the cost to some NATO allies would
be much higher, a direct Russian attack on NATO territory would
likely shift allied political considerations toward cooperation with
U.S. leadership on sanctions policy.
–– Encourage the resolution of ethnic political tensions in Estonia
and Latvia as an example of deterrence by denial. Because language and citizenship policies are often flashpoints for ethnic tension, finding inclusive compromises will decrease the attractiveness
to Russia of trying to stir up trouble in the Baltics. Political actions can
serve as a form of deterrence through denial, by delegitimizing and
thereby outing as provocations any Russian efforts to incite rioting
or demands for the deployment of peacekeeping troops. President
Trump and the State Department should use formal and informal
discussions to encourage Estonia and Latvia to better integrate
their Russian populations. Both countries have made real progress
in this respect over past decades, partly in response to international
pressure. But more could be done, both by offering unconditional
citizenship to a greater share of stateless residents born after the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and by expanding employment
opportunities and empathetic community policing efforts.
■■

Encourage NATO in its planning scenarios to include consideration of how the alliance would react to potential new Russian
land grabs beyond NATO borders. New Russian aggression in
southern Ukraine or Georgia, in Russian-speaking areas of Moldova, in Belarus, in other post-Soviet states like Kazakhstan, or in
Sweden (namely, its Gotland Province) might be designed at least
in part to break NATO by sowing confusion about how to respond.
The State Department and the Pentagon should work with allies to
discuss possible scenarios and map out gradations of possible joint
reactions to Russian aggression. This could prevent such a Russian
surprise from derailing the alliance, and could also deter Russia from
the belief that engaging in such actions would cause the alliance to
collapse in confusion.
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RE ASSURANCE ME ASURE S
■■

■■

Treat Russian leaders and the Russian state with respect. Trump’s
initial comments about Putin have been complimentary. He is
unlikely to replicate anytime soon Obama’s insulting 2013 statement
that Putin seemed “like the bored kid in the back of the classroom”
or 2014 characterization of Russia as a “regional power” (thereby
dismissing Russia’s nuclear reach and UN veto), or former Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton’s 2014 comparison of Putin to Hitler.62 But
Trump is proud of making surprising and unvarnished comments in
tweets and interviews. Even when U.S. interactions with Russia hit
inevitable bumps, the Trump administration will achieve more if it
remains diplomatic and unemotional, and helps Russian leaders save
face at home.
Formally reaffirm President Trump’s message that the United
States does not seek to impose “regime change” on Russia,
while holding Putin accountable if he will not reciprocate, by
tying this message to a new accord on limiting offensive cyber
action against civilians in peacetime. In his inaugural address,
Trump said: “We do not seek to impose our way of life on anyone.”
He should communicate the idea that avoiding a U.S. government
crusade against the Russian regime serves U.S. and allied geopolitical interests. Members of the Trump administration and Congress
should similarly accept that the United States has a limited ability
to influence Russia’s internal political development, that Putin fears
Western attempts to create regime change in Russia above all else,
that these fears helped motivate Putin’s offensive cyber interference
in the 2016 U.S. election, and that Putin’s worries undermine efforts
to achieve stability in Europe. This does not mean that the United
Sates cannot hold Putin accountable for Russian actions against the
West—for example, by placing further sanctions against the Putin
regime if Moscow does not forswear future “information war”
interference in U.S. and other NATO countries’ domestic politics.
To encourage reciprocity, the Trump administration should propose
a cyber weapon limitation agreement with Putin, whereby each side
agrees not to publicize emails and other data gained from hacking
civilians in peacetime—and where violations reliably attributed to
the Russian state are punished. Punishment could take the form of
official publicity and condemnation of Russian violations, designed
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to undermine international trust in Moscow and hence Russia’s ability to enter into other international agreements. It could also take the
form of additional sanctions. As the United States is more vulnerable to escalatory activity in cyberspace, retaliation to Russian hacking through offensive cyber action should be considered only as a
last resort.
■■

■■

■■

Reaffirm the U.S. desire to maintain the NRFA. Some commentators have recommended shaming Russia for its aggression in Ukraine
by declaring the NRFA null and void, given that it is based on principles
of human rights and sovereignty recognition. But such a declaration
would accomplish little and destroy the last remaining institutional
framework for security cooperation with Russia in Europe. Even if
Russia publicly disavows the NRFA, the State Department should
continue to emphasize that the NRFA remains its preferred cornerstone of NATO-Russia relations. The United States and NATO
should abrogate the NRFA only if Russia takes military or other seriously damaging action against a European NATO member state.
Work with allies to publicly clarify NATO’s understanding of its
NRFA pledge of no “additional permanent stationing of substantial combat forces.” NATO leaders—including the U.S. ambassador
to NATO and other officials at NATO headquarters—should push
the alliance to increase the transparency of its interpretation of this
pledge even while maintaining flexibility in absolute numbers for
future negotiations with Russia. For example, NATO muddied the
waters at its 2016 Warsaw Summit by calling its new deployments
“rotating” battalions rather than clearly stating that they represent
new long-term deployments that are consistent with the NRFA
pledge. Although a clarification will likely not assuage the Putin
regime, it will boost the credibility of the alliance at home and undercut Russian propaganda efforts in the Baltics and elsewhere to portray reasonable new NATO deployments as aggressive.
Support new conventional military deployments in Europe only
up to the limit of NATO’s internal understanding of the 1999
A/CFE treaty requirements, unless Russia invades or seriously
damages a NATO member state. The administration should work
with its NATO allies to clarify that NATO has never accepted Russia’s demand for a three-brigade ceiling on an enlarged alliance’s
total future deployments, but that it will limit its geographical flank
deployments to retain consistency with the spirit of the CFE treaty
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process. NATO is right to argue that the A/CFE ceiling agreed upon
for nineteen members in 1999 should not be the limit for the twentyeight allies today that span a much larger border with Russia. But no
reasonable interpretation of the NRFA would permit what was suggested in the 2016 RAND study, of four additional brigades deployed
to NATO’s northeastern flank on top of existing Baltics deployment
levels. The Trump administration should firmly reiterate this position to both domestic critics and Central and East European allies
who may push for more. This should not be read as a concession to
Russia, since NATO need not match Russian conventional force
levels to deter Russian military action, and a NATO buildup might
actually harm its own security.
■■

■■

Publicly state that the United States believes Ukraine does not
currently meet NATO membership standards and has a long way
to go. While the precise standards for NATO membership accession
are complex and worked out by NATO as a whole with each applicant state, there is a set of basic, agreed-upon political, economic, and
security principles that new members must address, and Ukraine is at
present far from meeting them.63 The criteria are designed to ensure
that new members strengthen the alliance, rather than embroil
NATO in unnecessary conflicts. Russian officials have stated that the
prospect of NATO membership for Ukraine was one of the primary
drivers of Moscow’s annexation of Crimea and its naval port of Sevastopol. An official State Department restatement of these NATO
membership criteria would help reassure Russia about the limits of
NATO enlargement while encouraging Ukrainian society to do more
to move the country on the path of stable democratic development.
Ukraine need not be a NATO member to receive support from the
United States and other NATO countries.
Explicitly tie the planned deployment of U.S. interceptor missiles
at the land-based Aegis BMD system in Poland to Iran’s behavior in fulfilling its commitments to the nuclear nonproliferation
deal reached in 2015 (the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action).
Ground has been broken and installation of electronic equipment has
begun at the new BMD site in Redzikowo, Poland, but the interceptor system is not scheduled for full deployment until 2018. To demonstrate that this BMD system is indeed designed against a threat
from Iran and not Russia, the United States should reach an agreement with Poland that missiles will be stored on U.S. territory and
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deployed to Poland only if Iran appears to be violating the terms of
the agreement or achieving breakout (that is, production of enough
weapons-grade nuclear material to make one nuclear weapon). The
Trump administration should therefore accept and maintain the current Iran nuclear deal, which Russia helped design, as a means of contributing to stability in Europe.
■■

■■

Encourage new subregional bilateral and multilateral agreements on limiting dangerous military incidents between NATO
and other European states and Russia, especially in the Baltic and
Nordic regions. Russia has clearly not kept to the bilateral agreements the Soviet Union made with the United States in 1972 and 1989
on limiting dangerous military incidents at sea and in the air. But the
Pentagon should work with allies to explore and champion additional
subregional negotiations on dangerous military activities as a way to
keep communications channels open even at a time of distrust, and to
test Russian intentions. The Trump administration should also work
with Congress to lift recently enacted legal limits on U.S.-Russian
military-to-military contacts, to allow informal discussion of such
agreements at lower levels.
Work with NATO allies to eventually reestablish regional arms
control negotiations on both conventional and nuclear weapons.
If relatively narrow military-to-military dangerous-incident agreements prove workable, it would be a sign that Moscow might genuinely be receptive to reopening larger arms control negotiations. At
some future point, the State Department and the Pentagon might
work with NATO allies to support a Baltic region treaty to limit weapons and troops along each side of Russia’s northwestern borders (the
Baltic countries are not CFE members), and perhaps even a treaty
process focused on regional missile defense. At the moment, the
chances of making progress in either of these broader areas appears
miniscule: negotiations would squander both domestic and foreign
political capital unless relations with Russia warm significantly.
Nonetheless, the State Department should keep these possibilities
on the table, and publicly treat smaller-scale dangerous military activities agreements the Pentagon might negotiate as first steps.

Conclusion

As a candidate, Donald J. Trump cast doubt on the U.S. commitment to
NATO. Now, even as he pursues new cooperation with Russia, President Trump will need to demonstrate through his words and actions
that his administration actually prioritizes NATO and the U.S. role in
its defense at a time of continuing Russian hostility toward the United
States’ oldest and most reliable alliance. NATO forces and institutions
assist U.S. security efforts at a global level, and a peaceful, democratic
Europe helps protect U.S. values and interests. An increasingly aggressive Russia challenges NATO’s current security perceptions, and may
at some future point jeopardize NATO’s territorial integrity. The
breakdown of arms control heightens the danger. A variety of military
crises are imaginable that could lead to escalation.
Some congressional leaders and prominent U.S. analysts trying to
sway the Trump administration have portrayed the situation as a onesided Russian threat, but Washington should recognize that past U.S.
and NATO indifference toward a weakened post–Cold War Russia
helped create the current threat environment. Most important, the
Trump administration should recognize that the unknowability of Russian intentions means that the United States and NATO are faced with
a dilemma: being too aggressive could provoke Russian fears and lead
to a militarized crisis, but being too passive could tempt Russia to take
military action in the belief that it would be unopposed.
The Trump administration needs to demonstrate strength and deter
Russia from threatening NATO, while working with allies to reassure
Russia to whatever degree is practicable about NATO’s own defensive
intentions. This can be done at relatively low cost. Greatly expanded
conventional force deployments would be unduly provocative and are
unnecessary, given the U.S. and allied enhanced forward presence tripwire in Europe, as well as U.S. and NATO offset strategy capabilities
in cyberspace and through sanctions. Deterrence by denial should also
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be strengthened by encouraging continued ethnic inclusion in Latvia
and Estonia.
The most important deterrent actions that the Trump administration should immediately take are to prioritize, support, and publicly justify the deployment of the enhanced forward presence forces already
promised by the United States and its allies at NATO’s 2016 Warsaw
summit; to build and publicize U.S. Cyber Command’s battlefield
offensive capabilities while encouraging NATO allies in their own battlefield cyber and cyber defense efforts; and to avoid forswearing the use
of future sanctions against Russia.
The most important reassurance actions the Trump administration
should immediately take are to emphasize the U.S. desire to maintain
the NRFA and the U.S. belief that Ukraine is not yet ready for NATO
membership. Trump should also immediately declare that the United
States is not pursuing regime change against Russia, while proposing a
pact of mutual non-interference in each other’s domestic political systems. Military-to-military negotiations with Russia on avoiding dangerous military activities should be opened over the course of the next
year. In the coming years, if military-to-military negotiations succeed,
then expansion of arms control efforts in Europe should also become a
high priority.
President Trump and his advisors should also take pains to always
speak respectfully and diplomatically about Russian leaders and the
Russian state, even when the inevitable frustrations of the relationship might make an offhand dismissive remark or tweet seem tempting.
Wise policy choices can protect U.S. interests in Europe now and create
the basis for a more cooperative relationship in the future, if Russian
elites decide to alter Moscow’s recent hostile trajectory.
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